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ANS QUICKSTART
To achieve business goals, enterprises are undergoing fundamental IT transformations.
Cloud computing, server consolidation and desktop virtualization improve IT agility, but
at the price of increasing network complexity and negatively impacting business
performance.
Ipanema’s Autonomic Networking System (ANS™) enables any organization to control
and optimize all applications over its global network. By using ANS to implement WAN
Governance, your enterprise can perform today while taking control of tomorrow.
QuickStart is a professional service delivered by Ipanema and its certified service
partners which offers unique value to enterprises’ IT organization. It includes
knowledge transfer by a certified and experienced consultant around key topics
including planning, deployment, configuration and operations. This service is typically
delivered at the initial deployment of an Ipanema system to ensure its successful and
optimized implementation.
The Autonomic Networking System
(ANS™) is at the heart of Ipanema’s
ability to connect application
performance to enterprises’ business
goals. ANS offers tightly coupled
features that together bring a unique
level of intelligence to the enterprise
network in an all-in-one system:
Application Visibility, providing full
understanding of application usage
and performance over the global
network;
QoS & Control, dynamically
adjusting traffic control and network
resources according to users’ activity
to match application performance
objectives, enforcing critical
application SLAs;
WAN Optimization, accelerating
application response time, optimizing
chatty protocols and providing
additional virtual bandwidth by
drastically reducing the volume of
data transmitted across the network;

BENEFITS
Enterprises that use Ipanema QuickStart can:
Get a fast and practical transfer of knowledge adapted to their specific use of the
ANS system;
Accelerate their ANS system configuration phase and shorten the time to get the
first reports as well as application traffic control and acceleration;
Ensure successful and fine-tuned Ipanema deployment;
Maximize their Return On Investment (ROI) with full benefits from the very
beginning.

DESCRIPTION
QuickStart consists of a dedicated consulting engineer that will understand your own
use case and suggest an appropriate a system configuration and tuning. She or he will
transfer the appropriate knowledge for your IT team to operate and get all the value
from your Ipanema system.
Using QuickStart you will get:
A coherent set of visibility reports to understand your application traffic and
performance;
Application performance objectives corresponding to your business criteria;
ANS’s services working properly across an initial part of your network (generally
datacenters and a few branches);
Recommendations about how to extend and manage your ANS system.

Dynamic WAN Selection, picking
the best route for application flows in
multi-networked branch offices.

Beyond the Network…

Notes:
(1) QuickStart does not replace Ipanema training and certifications
(2) QuickStart does not include installation of appliances
(3) QuickStart does not include modifications in your IT or network environment

